
The Jesus MeetUp      
Care Leader Instructions

Training: Healing For The Wounded

As we pursue helping our fellows find healing let me begin this leadership/minister talk by saying that Jesus is here with 
us right now.  And with that recognition allow me to say some words of advice.

We are not mental health professionals, psychologists, therapists or psychiatrists.  We are merely loving friends offering 
support and comfort for those pursuing OUR PARADISE FATHER.  In some states/countries if a person gives 
inappropriate advice or counseling when they have not been trained or educated to do so can result in law suits with 
damages required to be paid.  Please, do NOT find yourselves in this situation!

CONFIDENTIALITY MUST BE HONORED AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL!
Always in your meetings and consistently throughout your discussions remind everyone of 

their confidentiality commitments!  Make the statement together OFTEN!

Confidentiality : noun

1.  as in secrecy

2.  the quality or state of being private or confidential; trusted

Confidentiality Agreement:  
“We commit ourselves to complete confidentiality before Jesus, our seraphim and our Paradise Father.” ~ all
[If this commitment is broken and someone gets hurt you agree to be brought before your leaders for account.]

You are leading your fellows into their own personal spiritual experience with God and Jesus who indwells their own 
hearts and minds.  That is all.

Jesus and our Paradise Father are the healers and not us.  You are simply lovingly giving them the true history regarding
what Jesus said and did with people He encountered.  You are merely drawing their attention to certain things by way of 
questions.  Then you are praying for them.

Allow there to be appropriate silence when thoughts and emotions arise for your fellows.  Resist the urge to ‘fill the 
space’ because you are possibly feeling uncomfortable.  Allow the Spirit to truly lead YOU as you lead them in this 
spiritual experience. 

Do NOT get in the way of what our Master/Spirit of Truth or our Paradise Father wants to do with these, HIS children.  
These fellows have come to you today because they are in pain.  You may have someone with serious issues who is seeking
deep, internal and spiritual help.

Word of caution:  Taking on the role of a Leader/Minister is a serious matter.  We already know that our seraphim are 
watching us closely to see what free will decision/choices we make which directly impacts the growth or decrease of our 
souls.  We also ALL know how unpleasant and disappointing it is when we see someone who is pretending to be a minister
of Jesus and our Father but with insincerity and profit motivations is only present to be in front of people for personal 
self aggrandizement, manipulation of others and profit.  Let us never be found standing before Jesus at our next life 
review having to answer for our part in hurting one of God’s children who was trying to HEAL from trauma and trying 
to grow spiritually.  

When people come to something like this meeting they are usually feeling quite vulnerable.  They can become confused in
terms of their own emotions.  At all times maintain a brotherly/sisterly posture and do not allow any flirtations or 
temptations to emerge.  Again, you are responsible to behave responsibly with your fellows knowing that Jesus is 
watching you at all times.  Be others-oriented and self-minded. 

If you can do this with your fellows with sincerity of heart, respect for God’s children and a commitment to true Jesus-
ministry then you will find yourself with praise from your invisible spirit team who is hoping to return the favor and help
you in your life as well.

To helping God’s children find His love and healing within ~ Marin DeJohn


